Roman Wall Scotland George Macdonald Andesite
excavations at mumrills roman fort, 1958-60 - excavations at mumrills roman fort, 1958-60 by k. a. steer,
m.a., ph.d., f.s.a., f.s.aot. introductory the excavations described in this paper originated in the following
circumstances. the roman fort at mumrills on the antonine wall was intensively explored by sir george
macdonald and dr alexander curie during the years 1923-8, and an old kilpatrick: fort - antonine wall until sir george macdonald confirmed both the wall’s line and the location of the western-most fort via
systematic survey and small-scale old kilpatrick: fort the antonine wall’s western terminus was marked by a
distance slab, but the westernmost fort lay at old kilpatrick (to the north of glasgow), overlooking the river
clyde. croy hill: fort, fortlet, wall, and temporary camp - on a high plateau on the east side of croy hill is
the site of a roman fort, fortlet, and probable temporary camp on the antonine wall. the site is located east of
croy village and north of the large quarry. literae humaniores - muenzgeschichte - alexander park in the
excavation of the roman fort of bar hill on the antonine wall, an experience that seems to have established
roman frontier studies as the focus of his archaeological research. his reputation on the subject was
established by the roman wall in scotland, the published version of his dalrymple lectures roman britannia
(43 ce to 410 ce): edge of the roman ... - hadrian’s wall, built during the emperor hadrian’s reign
approximately 120 ce and thus bearing his name, was a roman stone wall marking the extent of the roman
occupied lands in britannia. eighty roman miles (73 modern miles) long, the wall stretches across the island of
great britain from the north sea to the irish sea. according to later steel rigg & hadrian’s wall walk - nnptacdesigndna ... - the wall to be built in ad122, probably to act as a barrier that allowed roman soldiers to
control movements of people coming into or leaving roman britain. it is 73 miles (117 km) or 80 roman miles
long and took about six years to build! the vallum runs parallel to hadrian’s wall and is a flat-bottomed ditch (in
some places a double ditch ... antonine wall rough castle - pub-prod-sdkurewebsites - the antonine wall
is a linear roman frontier system of wall and ditch accompanied at stages by forts and fortlets, linked by a road
system termed the military way, stretching 60km from bo’ness on the forth to old kilpatrick on the clyde. it is
one of only three linear barriers along the 2000km european frontier of the roman empire. walking in
hadrians’ wall country - national trails - this set of walks and itineraries presents some of the best walking
in hadrians’ wall country. you can concentrate on the wall itself or sample some of the hidden gems just
waiting to be discovered – the choice is yours. make a day of it by visiting some of the many historic sites and
attractions along the walks and dwell awhile for refreshment
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